FOREST MACHINE TRACKS AND CHAINS
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Terra85 is the ultimate all-terrain, all-season track. Featuring a double grouzer track plate,
grip and flotation are assured. The low profile also means less vibration and a smoother
ride.
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Terra95 is the undisputed class leading heavy duty, all-terrain, all-season track. Heavy
plate section and our 28mm durable links ensure long service life when fitted to the
latest high horsepower, heavy Forwarders and Harvesters.
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FX

SUPER DUTY TRACTION
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FXS features extended Terra95 track plates with wide paddle spikes, doubled up on each
plate pad to ensure aggressive grip on the most demanding terrain.
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These tracks are built for endurance and are suited to the heaviest Forwarders and
Skidders working on the toughest terrain. Wide double spikes on each track pad are
secure and extremely long lasting compared to standard spikes, even on stoney ground.
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Grouzer Super Grip (GSG) is the single wheel track that delivers maximum climbing
capability for 6-wheeled machines. GSG’s give exceptional traction and require less
maintenance than tyre chains.

CH AI N S

Twist 16 1D

Craftec 16

Paragon Soft 16

Craftec is designed for soft ground when self-cleaning
is needed. Craftec 16 is available for all common CTL
machines tire sizes and also for skidder tire sizes.
Craftec 16 is ideal choice for smaller skidders.

Designed to work well also on soft grounds. The
longitudinal chain lines ensures smooth running and
lower rolling resistance. Fitting, service and adjustments
are easier than with traditional diamond chains. The
tensioning chain provides protection for the tire sidewall

Matti W 16 2T

Matti W 19 3ST

Matti W 19 2N

Designed for lighter skidders and working machines.
One-diamond pattern with 16 mm twisted chain provides
excellent grip and good self-cleaning.

Matti W 16 2T is a standard double diamond chain for
heavy use. Good grip and self-cleaning. Recommended
for medium-sized and large forwarders and harvesters.

Heavy duty chain with super tight chain pattern. It
gives extreme protection for tire in very rocky and
difficult conditions. Protects tire also against icy sticks.
Without studs it is a good choice for light tire protection
chain in mining operations. The cain also gives good
counterweight for harvesters.

COMING
SOON

U-Grip 19 2D, U-Grip 22 2D

Two-diamond skidder chain with 3/4” (19mm) or 7/8”
(22mm) chain and U-studs welded under the chain link.
Excellent grip with long service life and tire protection.

Super Dozer

Super Dozer is a heavy lug ring chain, which provides
traction and tire protection for the largest, hardest working
skidders.

Heavy duty chain with 19 mm chain links and 19 mm
studs - a real all-season tire chain for L- and XL-sized
skidders. It has an extreme surface hardness which
ensures long life. Excellent traction in mud and snow.

PA R TS AND T OO LS
Track joining links

Plug couplers

Track repair links

Schackles

Track end plate
links

Track tensioner
QTT400
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A B O UT US

Track tensioner
QTT401

Chain tensioner,
gear rack

Track tensioner
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Chain tensioner,
hydraulic

Nordic Traction Group is the market-leading manufacturer of traction chains and forest
machine tracks. We have manufacturing in two locations: tire chains in Loimaa, Finland;
and forest machine tracks in Dumfries, Scotland.
Our facilities have a long established history of knowledge and experience. The Loimaa
factory manufactures traction chains from steel wire rod to finished product. It has
produced chains since 1903, but the factory started manufacturing fastening products at
the same site already in 1886.
Forest machine track production in Dumfries began over 30 years ago and has since built
a strong reputation for delivering durable, high quality premium products around the world.
Clark Tracks offers unique customisation options to meet the needs of the most demanding
forest machine operators.
We are able to offer the widest product range of tire chain and track models for almost
every application. Products are available for all tire sizes of common CTL-machines and
skidders.

TRACK RECOMMENDATION TABLE
TERRA85

TERRA95

X

X
X

700/55-34
35.5-32
35.5-32

FX/FXS

GROUZER
X
X

X
X

CHAIN RECOMMENDATION TABLE
TWIST 16 1D

18.4-26
16.9-30
18.4-34
23.1-26
23.1-34, 24.5-32

X
X
X
X

CRAFTEC 16

PARAGON 16

MATTI W 16 2T

PARAGON 19

X
X

28L-26

X

30.5-32
35.5-32,73x44.00-32
700/50-26.5, 710/45-26.5
750/55-26.5

X
X

MATTI W 19 2N

U-GRIP 19 2D

U-GRIP 22 2D

SUPER DOZER

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

780/50-28.5

Nordic Traction Inc.
(+1) 844-909-6164 (toll-free)
(+1) 819-371-5562 (cell)

info@nordictraction.ca
www.nordictraction.ca

